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Prajnya 16 Days Campaign
Against Gender Violence

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Nov 25

Nov 26

Nov 27

Nov 28

Nov 29

Nov 30

Safer Spaces
Local
businesses
commit to
"zero‐
tolerance"
towards sexual
harassment in
their spaces

Coffee and
Conversation
with Ammu
Joseph
A discussion
about gender
violence and the
media, safety and
security of
women
mediapersons at
work‐‐online and
offline

Domestic
violence
sensitisation
for
beauticians

Training
session on
the new
Sexual
Harassment
of Women at
Workplace
Law

Taking Charge:
A salute to
women who
changed their
worlds
Film screening
and panel
discussion on
the occasion of
Women
Defenders of
Human Rights
Day

Rally for
Change
A motorcycle
rally to end
violence
against women

Men say NO to
Violence
against
Women
Launch of a Call
for Videos

Gender violence
sensitisation for
nurses

Dec 1

Dec 2

Dec 3

Dec 4

Dec 5

Dec 6

Dec 7

Your Body,
Your Space,
Your Rules
A personal
safety
workshop for
women

No women, no
peace
A short course
on women,
conflict and
peace

The Violence of
the Norm
Performance and
discussion on
how normative
ideas about
gender affect us
all

Know your
Rights
Legal literacy
training
programme on
gender violence
for
entrepreneurs
and self‐help
groups

Disability,
Gender
Violence and
the Law
Screening of a
video
resource
especially
produced as
part of the
2013
Campaign

Exploring
Masculinities in
South Asia: A
Forum
Screening and
panel
discussions

In Transit to
Safety
A Discussion on
Women's
Safety on the
Streets and in
Public
Transport

Dec 8

Dec 9

Dec 10

Your Body,
Your Space,
Your Rules
A personal
safety
workshop for
women

Digital Media
and Gender
Violence: A
Colloquium

"Vakkumoolam"
(Testimony)
A performance
and interaction

Look out!
Speak up!
Take Action!
Community
Café session on
bystander
intervention

Look out!
Speak up!
Take Action!
Community
Café session on
bystander
intervention

Digital Media,
Gender
Violence,
Privacy and
Freedom: A
Panel
Discussion

2013 Information Initiatives and Partnerships
Corporate Campaign Partnerships
Businesses we've worked with undertake to extend the reach of our
campaign by distributing informational materials to their associates,
vendors and clients.
Men Say NO to Violence against Women
http://www.youtube.com/user/gritprajnya

Unspeakable Inequalities: A Blog Symposium
http://gritprajnya.wordpress.com/2013/12/11/unspeakable‐
inequalities‐blog‐symposium‐index‐of‐links/
FIR Ready Reckoner, prepared by Amba Salelkar
http://prajnya.in/16d13firfaq.htm
"Disability, Gender Violence and the Law," a video resource
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQ0GyW7xqb8
16 Days, 16 Tweets
http://prajnya16days.blogspot.in/2013/12/16‐days‐16‐tweets‐
index.html

About the 16 Days of Activism
The 16 Days of Activism against Gender Violence originated in 1991 as an initiative of the
Centre for Women’s Global Leadership at Rutgers University and has since been used as an
organising strategy by several organisations around the world. Between 25 November and 10
December every year, the 16 Days Campaign draws the attention of policy makers, governments
and civil society to gender violence, and advocates for the elimination of all forms of violence
against women.
The campaign extends between International Day for the Elimination of all forms of Violence
against Women (25 November) and International Human Rights Day (10 December), thus
emphasising that gender violence is a legitimate and critical human rights issue, and must be
acknowledged as such. In addition, International Women Human Rights Defenders Day falls on
29 November, spotlighting countless individuals and organisations who dedicate themselves to
defending the rights of women throughout the year; and World AIDS Day on 1 December is an
opportunity to highlight the impact of gender violence on public health issues such as HIV and
AIDS.

Features of the 2013 Prajnya Campaign
The fifth edition of Prajnya’s 16 Days Campaign against Gender Violence was held between 25
November and 10 December 2013 in Chennai. While some of this year’s events were planned
over two months, some others, like the workshop for beauticians on identifying and tackling
domestic violence have been on Prajnya’s wishlist for almost five years now! This year’s
campaign was perhaps our most ambitious yet, with a total of 20 events over the 16 days. A
majority of events have been for targeted groups to address specific issues.
•

•

•

•

•

•

The gang rape in December 2012 sparked countless conversations about gender violence.
The Prajnya team thought hard about what would be the best intervention on its part and
this year we looked at a “deepeningwidening” process. Now that we have acknowledged
the prevalence of gender violence, what next? How do we respond to it? What sorts of
support systems need to be put into place? What are the legal aspects of this issue? What
socio‐cultural structures is this violence embedded in? We looked to engage in substantial
conversations with specific audiences.
In 2008, we made a conscious choice to use the term ‘gender violence’ in the name of the
campaign, and we have made conscious efforts to invite men to work with us to end
violence. This year, through programmes like the Forum on Masculinities and our Call for
Videos, we hoped to drive home the point that men are as much a part of the solution as
women are. Not only do we believe that men can be a part of the change – we have proof
that they are willing to be, with individual male volunteers and largely male groups joining
hands with Prajnya to create awareness.
Moreover, to look at gender as a binary and not a spectrum is a kind of violence in itself.
Gender identities are fluid and plural; gender violence is perpetuated not just against
both genders, but against all genders. This is what we sought to explore through our
programme, The Violence of the Norm, which used performance and discussion to
highlight the impact of gender normativity on all our lives.
We have always valued process over events, and used the campaign as a time for initiating
processes and piloting programmes for the year to come. This year was no exception.
Our campaign for Safer Spaces in which popular Chennai businesses promise zero‐
tolerance towards harassment will be a sustained effort towards asserting women’s rights
to public spaces and their rights in these places. We are also in the process of continuing our
work with nurses. Given the success of the Community Cafe format (which was piloted as
part of last year’s calendar and has continued to remain on the GRIT agenda) in starting
conversations around gender violence in intimate spaces, we set aside time for that this year
as well.
Another focus area of the campaign was resource creation. We would like our website and
blog to function as a portal for those interested in understanding gender violence. Hence,
the Blog Symposium on structural violence that explored the gender‐based violence
embedded in social structures and customs that create a culture of impunity; and the video
resource on Disability, Gender Violence and the Law. We have also reports after the
conclusion of events like the discussion on transport, the Masculinities forum and the
Colloquium on Gender Violence and the Digital Media, and these can be used as resources.
As with previous campaigns, this year’s calendar addressed different kinds of gender
violence – domestic violence, workplace sexual harassment, street harassment, embedded

•
•

violence, violence perpetuated by the state and intersectional violence; and also the very
many aspects of violence – socio‐cultural, economic, legal, spatial, health, cyber.
We reached out to different kinds of organisations, in an attempt to reach out to a large
spectrum of people within the city.
We also engaged with a much larger audience through our online platforms (Facebook,
Twitter, blog). We requested our volunteers make the campaign logo their profile picture on
various online platforms (Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp) during the period of the campaign
and this gave the campaign visibility and generated interest in the issue. Through the 16
days, we posted features, short posts, factoids and interviews on our blog.

2013 Campaign Partners
AVTAR I‐WIN
Continental DataGraphics India
Empowering Women in IT
EZ Vidya
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung
International Foundation for Crime Prevention and Victim Care
Inclusive Planet Centre for Disability Law and Policy
Institute for Transportation and Development Policy
International KravMaga Federation – Chennai Chapter
Let's Talk Men 2.0
Madras Medical College
University of Madras Departments
of Defence and Strategic Studies
and of Politics and Public Administration
The Marappachi Trust
Team of Metal Men
Orinam.net
Pacific International Lines
Queen Mary's College
Sandy’s Chocolate Laboratory
SPI Cinemas
Sundari Silks
Tamil Nadu Federation of Women Lawyers
Trends in Vogue Pvt Ltd
Vidya Sagar
Women's Christian College

Campaign Accounts
How we spent money during the 2013 campaign

Information &
Communication,
17355, 10%

Salary & Stipend,
51000, 29%

Honoraria, Fees
and Gifts,
20508, 12%

Programme
Logistics,
87683, 49%

Salary & Stipend
Honoraria, Fees and Gifts

•

•

•
•

Information & Communication
Programme Logistics

Under ‘Information and Communications,’ we include the costs of printing and
photocopying gender violence related handouts, invitations and posters; office supplies;
courier, postal and campaign telephone charges. We spent Rs 17,355/‐ under this head.
Under ‘Programme Logistics,’ we include the costs of renting venues and audiovisual
equipment (including projector, screen, laptop, speakers and lights); travel costs and
refreshments. We spent Rs 87,683/‐ under this head.
Under ‘Honoraria and Gifts,’ we include the costs of presenting resource persons with
honoraria, conveyance or mementos. We spent Rs 20,508/‐ under this head.
Under ‘Salary and Stipend,’ we include the salary and travel allowance of the Campaign
Coordinator and the stipend given to the Media Associate. We spent Rs 51,000/‐ under
this head.

Initiatives Through the Campaign
Safer Spaces
Hollaback! Chennai, hosted by Prajnya, adapted the Safer Spaces initiative pioneered by
Hollaback! Baltimore for a local launch during the Prajnya 16 Days Campaign. The initiative
calls on local businesses to pledge zero tolerance towards sexual harassment in their outlets,
thus promising to make them “safer spaces.” These “Champions of Change” make a public,
visible commitment to “Zero Tolerance towards Harassment” through a poster or other
visual, and gather their staff for a short training session on dealing with harassment.
Our first two Champions of Change are SPI Cinemas and Sandy’s Chocolate Laboratory.
“We need to start taking
responsibility for our space,
and our surroundings as well.
We all have the power to
intervene, to stop and to make
a difference. We should start
spreading the word a little
more, we should be more
aware.”
Rohit Koliyot,
Sandy’s Chocolate Laboratory
(Right) Training at Sandy’s
(Below) The artwork for SPI Cinemas

Men say NO!
This year we invited all men to send in 1‐minute videos in which they spoke about why they say
NO to violence against women. We got videos 23 from Delhi, Chennai and Mumbai, in English
and Tamil, addressing various kinds of violence. We hope that this initiative will draw more
men into the conversation on gender violence.
The videos were uploaded on our GRIT Prajnya YouTube channel over the 16 days of the
campaign. They can be viewed at: http://www.youtube.com/user/gritprajnya?feature=watch

“Say No! to violence against women,
‘cos when you’re violent, that man is ruined.
Because then you’re not a man, if you lift your hands on a girl or a woman.
Try to understand, ‘cos this is my word
– and I’m telling you I could go ahead and put it in a song ‐
how I saw when I was growing up, my dad beat on my mom.
And though I hate to go ahead and state this quick,
I did the same thing when I was in a relationship.
She hit me, and I hit her back.
But I can never, ever deny the fact,
that I became the man I thought I’d never be!
But I got some help, I enlisted for therapy,
So I became better than I thought I would be.
And that’s what you need to be.”
 Ashwini Mishra a.k.a AList

Day 2: Coffee and Conversation with Ammu Joseph
The conversation revolved
around the Tehelka sexual
assault incident. Ammu
Joseph said, “While it was
irresponsible on the part
of journalists who
revealed the names of
those involved, and un‐
necessary details, in a way
the email leaks were
necessary. The story
would not have come out
in the open otherwise!
They might have tried to
bury the whole thing.”

We invited several working women journalists from both the English and Tamil media in
Chennai to meet veteran journalist Ammu Joseph over coffee and conversation. At the
discussion, which also functioned as a platform for younger journalists to interact with their
seniors in the field, the conversation ranged from practical tips on reporting gender violence in
a sensitive manner to the importance of peer support to sexual harassment policies and
procedures in media organizations.

Day 2: Gender Violence Sensitisation for Nurses

Rajiv Gandhi Government General Hospital (GH)
hosted a session of gender violence sensitisation
for 33 working nurses—a first for us, though we
have worked with nursing students. Brinda
Jayaraman, counselor, and Dr. Swarna Rajagopalan
led the session. The accent of the session was on
responding to patients who might be victims of
violence—what to say, what not to say, and some
practical ways to help.

“The reason for violent behaviour is a need to
hold power and exert control; more often than
not, this need is born out of low self‐esteem.
Domestic violence is no different.”
Brinda Jayaraman, Psychological Counselor
Campaign Chronicle, November 26, 2013

“Due to their heavy workload, sometimes
doctors don't have the time to listen to their
patients carefully enough. It is important for us
to adopt an empathetic attitude in cases of
gender violence, and to identify it for what it is.
Doctors and paramedics should be aware of
how to treat them. Awareness should also be
created for the public on the legal options
available, as well as on the punishment for
sexual crimes.”
Dr V Kanagasabai, Dean, MMC
Campaign Chronicle, November 26, 2013

Day 3: Domestic Violence Sensitisation for Beauticians
Beauticians, hairdressers and managers working at Trends in Vogue Pvt Ltd participated in a
workshop that provided information about the prevalence of domestic violence, the signs of
domestic violence and how to discuss domestic violence with clients. Participants were
provided with copies of our Call for Help (distress helpline) listing.
“This workshop has
been extremely
helpful for our
employees, and is
apt for our line of
work. The
beauticians work
closely with several
women on an
everyday basis, and
awareness about
such issues is very
important for
them.”
Sriram, HR
manager,
CavinCare

Day 4: Training session on the new Sexual Harassment of Women at
Workplace Law

In partnership with the Tamil
“The law talks about conducting an inquiry in keeping
Nadu Federation of Women
with the ‘service rules’. What are the service rules in the
Lawyers, a training session of
unorganised sector? This is one aspect that hasn’t been
the new Workplace Sexual
addressed. These rules must be framed for the law to be
Harassment Act was organised.
effective. And as it stands now, I feel it has let down the
Advocate Sheila Jayaprakash,
unorganised sector and domestic workers.”
Vahidha Nizam (Secretary,
Sheila Jayaprakash, Advocate
AITUC), Seema Agarwal (IPS)
and Advocate K Santhakumari
spoke about the different aspects of the law and the changes required to make it more effective.
Advocate Sheila Jayaprakash pointed out that domestic workers though included in this new
law, continue to remain in the margins. Vahidha Nizam spoke about the need for change in
mindsets and how the new law is just a starting point towards a more secure future for working
women. Seema Agarwal, Inspector General of Police – Vigilance, said that gender‐based
harassment should be viewed in the matrix of power equations, as violence inflicted by the
powerful on the powerless. Advocate Santhakumari moderated a charged Q and A session
between the audience and the speakers.

Day 5: Taking Charge: A Salute to women who changed their worlds

Speaking about her film, Deepa Dhanraj said,
“There have been days when I’ve wanted to
leave everything and go away, but it’s important
to get through the slog overs. It’s important to
keep telling yourself that it’s part of the job, and
take your work to its logical conclusion.”

November 29th is a day of recognition for
women human rights defenders, and it is a
day to commemorate activism, advocacy
and courageous acts of resistance. On this
day, Prajnya took the campaign to
Women’s Christian College for a film
screening followed by discussions. We
screened Deepa Dhanraj’s Invoking Justice
and Shabnam Virmani’s Tu Zinda Hai, both
of which deal with groups of women
fighting both state and non‐state actors in
their quest to defend human rights. This
was followed by an interaction between
the students and a panel comprising
filmmaker Deepa Dhanraj, dancer‐
choreographer Anita Ratnam and poet‐
doctor Kutti Revathi.

Day 6: Rally for Change
A bike rally flagging off from the Marina beach was planned with 'Metal Men', who have been
riding for social causes for a while now. However, the rally was truncated due to changed
regulations.

Day 7 & 14: Your Body, Your Space, Your Rules

On both campaign Sundays, K Sreeram, Co‐ordinator of IKMF India, Chennai Chapter taught a
personal safety workshop for women. Apart from teaching participants how to respond to an
assailant, the workshops very successfully create a sense of confidence that participants can
face any threat that might be out there.
"A predator doesn't expect you to fight back, therefore when you do, he's taken aback. In
situations when you are under attack, you might not be able to remember any technique
you learn ‐‐ but remember to be aggressive! Make him feel you're not a weak target, buy
yourself the precious few seconds, and run! We always stress on getting you out of the
situation and to safety”
S Sreeram, Coordinator, IKMF India, Chennai Chapter

Day 7 & 14: Community Cafes

The Community Cafes are
informal conversations with a
group of neighbours or friends
who invite us over, and cover
varied ground from gender
stereotypes and harassment to
bystander interventions. On 1 December 2013, the Mythri Centre for Arts at Adambakkam
hosted us. Here, we had a lively discussion on stereotyping of gender roles within the
household. On 8 December, Poornima Murali of Creebros Garden, Virugambakkam hosted us in
her house and invited her neighbours over for a chat. Here, the conversation revolved around
workplace sexual harassment and bystander intervention.

“The most interesting part of the evening was to be able to talk to my friends and
neighbours about an issue we would otherwise have felt a little awkward to discuss. It’s
important to talk about Gender Violence, it’s important to talk to more people, and think
more about the issue. And this has been a good start in that direction for us.”
Poornima Murali, Host for the second Community Cafe

Day 8: No women, No Peace

Dr Swarna Rajagopalan conducted a short course on women, peace and conflict, called 'No
Women, No Peace’ for students from the Centre for South and South East Asian Studies, and
Departments of Defence Studies and Public Administration at the University of Madras. The
course covered basic feminist critiques of international relations, the impact of war on
women’s lives and the UN Security Council’s Women, Peace and Security resolutions.
As Dr Swarna Rajagopalan explained during the course, “Why should women’s
participation matter? Because it is their right; because gender equality is a catalyst for
development; because without women, democracy is incomplete. The presence of
women shifts priorities and brings new concerns to the table. Women have to live with
the consequences of policy and politics, so they should be able to influence processes
and outcomes.”

Day 9: The Violence of the Norm
Orinam and Prajnya got together to organise a discussion on 'The Violence of the Norm'. The
highlight of the programme was the series of skits presented by Orinam volunteers, which
delved into this in the simplest form possible, by depicting everyday interactions
actions and
experiences.
experiences.

From Campaign Chronicle:
Whether it was Kuzhali and her aunt who always went back to "But why don't you want to
marry!", or the jilted lover who tried to make the man he loved see how his decision to go back to
the norm was affecting not one but three lives, or the everyday sexism of 'pink is not for men!'
because 'it affects your hormones!!!'  the skits questioned norms on gender and gender identity
from every angle.

Day 10: Know Your Rights

Advocate K Santhakumari addressed a bunch of
enthusiastic participants, all entrepreneurs and
members of self‐help groups, briefing them about
various laws that they could use to protect
themselves. She spoke about laws concerning
dowry harassment, domestic violence, female foeticide/infanticide and workplace sexual
harassment. The women had a lot of questions for Ms Santhakumari. This was a milestone day
for the campaign. For the first time ever, thanks to this legal literacy programme, we took the
campaign all the way to Kanchipuram.

Day 11: Disability, Gender Violence and the Law
‘Disability, Gender Violence and the Law’ is a video resource produced by Inclusive Planet
Centre for Disability, Law and Policy, Vidya Sagar and Prajnya Trust. It is intended to be used as
a teaching aid by anyone who wishes to, and is up on YouTube. It addresses the following
questions: What are the laws that affect the lives of women with disabilities? How different are
Indian laws from those prescribed by the UN? What are the challenges faced by women with
disabilities in accessing these laws?
Made by Jyothi Kumar and Ramesh B, the film features lawyer Amba Salelkar, Inclusive Planet
and Smitha Sadasivan, Vidya Sagar.
Watch the video here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQ0GyW7xqb8

Day 12: Exploring Masculinities in South Asia: A forum
In order to facilitate a discussion about how masculinity—the everyday performance of
gender—intersects with gender violence, we twinned the 2013 UN Study on male violence in
Asia with three of the films in the Let’s Talk Men series and invited a panel to lead the
conversation for the day. Musician Anil Srinivasan was the anchor for the day, and on various
the panel were K Hariharan, Director of the L V Prasad Film and TV Academy, dancer‐poet
Tishani Doshi, Raj Cherubal from Chennai City Connect, filmmaker Poongkothai Chandrahasan
and A S Panneerselvan, Executive Director of Panos South Asia and The Hindu’s Readers’ Editor.

These are some of the things the participants suggested to take this conversation forward:
1. Need to promote non‐violent masculinities from a young age
2. Need to broaden conversations about masculinities to go beyond the rubric of gender
violence
3. Need to have the conversation on masculinities in varied settings
4. Improving communication between different groups – men & women, young & old, between
different classes, between politico‐legal structures and grassroot activists
5. Need to address male sexual entitlement
6. Ending impunity
Read full report here: http://prajnya.in/16d13emfrpt.pdf

Day 13: Moving Safer
A discussion on women’s safety on the streets and in public transport

The Institute of Transportation and Development Policy and Prajnya organised a discussion on
women’s safety on the streets and in public in which more than 40 women belonging to various
localities in Chennai participated. The programme opened with a panel whose members were
Shiamala Baby, the Founder‐Director of the Forum for Women’s Rights and Development
(FORWORD), architect and researcher Shilpa Ranade who is also the author of Why Loiter?,
Kalpana Viswanath, co‐founder of Safetipin and Caroline Samponaro, Senior Director of
Campaigns & Organizing at Transportation Alternatives, New York City's leading transportation
advocacy organization. It was followed by breakout groups in which users spoke about
problems and challenges of accessing public transportation.

And as Kalpana Viswanath summed it up, “While cities are experienced individually,
solutions to problems involving urban planning can only be found collectively.”

Day 15: Digital Media and Gender Violence: A Colloquium

In partnership with Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES),
Prajnya organised a colloquium on issues relating to
gender, digital security, freedom and privacy. Participants
included Letika Saran (Former Director General of Police,
TN), Syed Nasir Razik, (Vice President, PMI Chennai),
advocate Debarati Halder, Dr Anja Kovacs (Internet
Democracy Project), Saransh Dua (GotStared.At), Gayatri
Buragohain (Founder, Feminist Approach to Technology)
and Harini Calamur (Head of Digital Content, Zee Media
Corporation).
Colloquium report is available at
http://prajnya.in/16d13dmgvrpt.pdf

Justice (Retd) Prabha Sridevan, who couldn’t
attend the colloquium, wrote a note instead. She
said, “Surveillance, interrogation, telephone
tapping, collecting bio metric data and more goes
on in the name of security and on parallel track it is
increasing intrusion into privacy…. Violence
against women is one of the enduring factors which
come in the way of women’s empowerment. A
dignity based response is muted by repression,
denial and manipulation, and women themselves
are blamed for the violence and consequently
silenced from protesting or seeking justice for the
violence that has been done to her.”

Day 15: Digital Media, Gender Violence, Privacy and Freedom
A Panel Discussion

A panel featuring Harini Calamur (Head of Digital Content, Zee Media Corporation), Gayatri
Buragohain (Founder, Feminist Approach to Technology) and Anja Kovacs (Internet Democracy
Project). was organized in partnership with Empowering Women in IT (eWIT) and Friedrich
Ebert Stiftung (FES) with a view to creating awareness on the issues of gender violence, privacy
and democracy in the realm of the digital media, amongst women working in the IT sector. The
panel was chaired by Kalyani Narayanan from eWIT.

“While anonymity is used by several people to post abusive content online, it is also used by
those who find it difficult to speak about several issues using their real identity. Usually, they do
not find support from family for their activities online, and therefore they have greater freedom
of expression when anonymous.”
Dr Anja Kovacs, Director, Internet Democracy Project

Day 16: Vakkumoolam (Testimony)
On Human Rights Day, the Marappachi team performed Vakkumoolam (Testimony), a play on
custodial violence, at Queen Mary’s College in Chennai. The play by V. Geetha, based on an
article written by activist Mythily Sivaraman in the Economic and Political Weekly, struck a
chord with the students of QMC.

Director’s Note
“In our conversations about violence, emotions tend to predominate: even as we give vent
to sorrow, rage and pain we risk losing sight of the everyday. This is especially so with
discussions of sexual violence, where symbols, metaphors and notions of honour take over.
As far as state violence is concerned, the terror it arouses overwhelms all else. Yet, even as
pain and sorrow prove insistent, people continue to live. How do we mark the experience
of pain, now resonating as memory, especially memories of sexual violence that are
invariably burdened? What sort of language may we use to express all of this?”
 A Mangai

Corporate Campaign Partnerships
This year, the campaign team was joined in its outreach work by volunteers from five
companies who partnered with us to distribute informational materials on gender violence to
their neighbours, associates, vendors and clients. Our 2013 Corporate Campaign Partners were
AVTAR I‐WIN, Continental DataGraphics India, EZ Vidya, Pacific International Lines and Sundari
Silks. Between them, they distributed almost 8000 copies of our “Call for Help” across Chennai.
“The Workplace Sexual Harassment training that we had at
PIL was an eye‐opener for many of us, and we hope that
every company now constitutes a complaints committee
and trains employees on the issue."
Revathy, senior executive with PIL

Many do not understand the meaning of harassment – through education we
need to make them understand that harassment is what the other person
experiences and should be seen from their perspective. This clear
understanding is what eludes the beliefs and thus the behaviour.
N Shekar, Vice President, CDG

“Any act of Gender Violence or Sexual Harassment targeted against women is
an alarming reflection of the abysmal state to which our society can fall. It
challenges the very right of women to live in a free and secure world.”
Saundarya Rajesh
Founder  President, AVTAR Career Creators & FLEXICareers India

"There are terrible things happening to women in our country;
gender violence has been a problem for a very long time now and this
has to change. People should be educated, and the learning has to
come from the family too."
Manmohan Ram, MD, Sundari Silks

16 days, 16 tweets
We compiled and posted 16 info‐tweets every day on 16 topics related to sexual and gender
based violence, with the hache‐tag #nosgbv. These have been both Storified and archived on our
blog.
Links:
http://storify.com/prajnya/info‐tweets‐2013‐prajnya‐16‐days‐campaign
http://prajnya16days.blogspot.in/2013/12/16‐days‐16‐tweets‐index.html

Most common
violence is physical
violence by an
intimate partner—
battery, coercive sex
or abuse.
http://bit.ly/sWUKGr
#nosgbv

Tahrir Square, 2011,
placed spotlight on
sexual violence risks
faced by women
journalists. Starting
w:
http://abcn.ws/jrSjIj
#nosgbv

Indian feminists recall
moments in women’s
mvmt history:
http://bit.ly/IiF2Yn
And posters on
violence:
http://bit.ly/IiF2Yp
#nosgbv

Check this out: "This
is not an invitation to
rape me":
http://bit.ly/15Eb3z
And: This is ABUSE:
http://bit.ly/9lo7Wd
#nosgbv

Heteronormativity,
what it means.
http://bit.ly/1ipbDw0
The simplest
definition we could
find! Also:
http://bit.ly/1ipbCbx
#nosgbv

The role of civil
society in facilitating
access to justice.
http://bit.ly/1k8fxoN
#nosgbv

Building safe and
inclusive cities for
women:
http://bit.ly/IXkztb
#nosgbv

16 Tech Innovations
to stop VAW:
http://bit.ly/11CX656
#nosgbv

Steady rise in torture
cases (cruelty by husband or
his relatives).
http://bit.ly/17VuWIG
Highest reported incidence in
Tripura. #nosgbv

Is the bystander effect really
strong in India?
http://bit.ly/1fShQyQ
#nosgbv

The gendered experience of
disability:
http://bit.ly/1aAVIRF
#nosgbv

An annotated bibliography on
tech‐based VAW:
http://bit.ly/1f8HVXi
#nosgbv

The journey towards
the equal right of
Indian women to a safe
workplace began with
Bhanwari Devi.
http://bit.ly/IkfN8J
#nosgbv

Naming & shaming
those using sexual
violence in conflict:
http://huff.to/wyk5oT
2013 list:
http://bit.ly/1ip8BYF,
page 4 onwards.
#nosgbv
Men, masculinities and
a culture of peace.
http://bit.ly/193CEzl
#nosgbv

Custodial rapes in
India:
http://bit.ly/19xM4zm
The conviction rate is
low:
http://bit.ly/19xM2aP
Also see:
http://bit.ly/19xM4zn
#nosgbv

Unspeakable Inequalities  Blog Symposium
This year’s blog symposium (a collection of perspectives on a given issue, published on our
blog) theme was structural violence and gender.
Gender violence and gender inequality result from a complex array of interwoven factors. This
violence is often embedded in social customs and the potency of embedded violence, ever so
often, lies in its unspeakability. It is this cycle of silence that this symposium hopes to break by
initiating a conversation on structural violence of various kinds.
Experts were invited to reflect on four broad areas of structural violence: Space, Disability,
Caste, Sexualities and Everyday Sexism. Our contributors: Kavitha Selvaraj, Kalpana
Viswananth, Katheeja Talha, Kalpana Karunakaran, Amba Salelkar, Anita Ghai, Kavin Malar and
Anand Philip. The posts appeared every other day during the campaign on Prajnya’s GRIT blog.
They can be viewed at: http://gritprajnya.wordpress.com/2013/12/11/unspeakable‐
inequalities‐blog‐symposium‐index‐of‐links/
Some excerpts…
"The State’s categorical refusal to legislate on marital rape following the recommendations of
the Justice Verma committee report may be construed as sending a socially retrogressive,
nevertheless unmissable signal to household, kin and community patriarchies that their
suzerainty over the bodies of married women is quite right and may continue undisturbed,"
Kalpana Karunakaran, 'Dangerous Freedoms: Some thoughts on Gender, Caste and
Development in India', December 1, 2013.
http://gritprajnya.wordpress.com/2013/12/01/unspeakable‐inequalities‐dangerous‐
freedoms‐some‐thoughts‐on‐gender‐caste‐and‐development‐in‐india/
"Transformation needn’t begin with a new paradigm imposed from outside. Maybe it begins
with not seeing women as passive victims or beneficiaries and giving ourselves the opportunity
to learn from them. By identifying the existing patterns of resistance and participation and
working with the kinks and gaps of the the current paradigm. Simple things of daily
consequence," writes Katheeja Talha, who studies the long term impact of post disaster
reconstruction in rural settlements.
http://gritprajnya.wordpress.com/2013/11/29/unspeakable‐inequalities‐between‐the‐street‐
and‐the‐door/
“What is also dangerous however, is the violence which can be inflicted on women with
disabilities that is entirely State sanctioned – by enforcing guardianship under the National
Trusts Act and the Mental Health Act, the State is promoting “civil death”, a term propagated by
the Mental Disability Advocacy Centre, and to which I am inclined to agree. Women with
psychosocial disabilities, developmental and intellectual disabilities are at serious risk of losing
their right to property and independent control of financial resources merely on account of their
disability,” writes Amba Salelkar in her blog post ‘Debarred from full citizenship.
http://gritprajnya.wordpress.com/2013/12/03/unspeakable‐inequalities‐debarred‐from‐full‐
citizenship/
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Stay in touch with us!
During the Campaign season
Email: prajnya.16days@gmail.com
Web: http://www.prajnya.in/16days.htm
Blog: http://prajnya16days.blogspot.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/prajnya16dayscampaign
Twitter: https://twitter.com/prajnya
In the Campaign offseason
Email: prajnyatrust@gmail.com
Web: http://www.prajnya.in
Blog: http://keepingcount.wordpress.com/
http://gritprajnya.wordpress.com/
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/prajnyatrust
Twitter: https://twitter.com/prajnya

